Study Highlights**WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?**☑ Cancer immunotherapy with checkpoint inhibitors has revolutionized the cancer treatment landscape. Improved overall survival (OS) has been observed across tumor types, however, the response is highly heterogenic, and it is desirable to evaluate predictors of survival to select patients who are expected to respond to the treatment. **WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?**☑ Relationships among OS and circulating biomarkers, tumor size, pharmacokinetic metrics, and baseline covariates were studied in a parametric time‐to‐event analysis in 88 patients with non‐small cell lung cancer treated with atezolizumab. In addition, four different strategies for censoring OS data were explored. **WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?**☑ The tumor‐time course was a predictor of OS, regardless of censoring strategy. None of the evaluated circulating biomarker metrics predicted OS. Included predictors were similar for all four censoring strategies, and earlier data cutoffs could predict survival in longer follow‐ups. **HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE DRUG DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT, AND/OR THERAPEUTICS?**☑ This work shows promise for applying modeling and simulation in oncology to evaluate predictors of OS based on data from phase I.

 {#psp412489-sec-0002}

Overall survival (OS) is considered gold standard for demonstrating clinical benefit in oncology.[1](#psp412489-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Population modeling has previously demonstrated usefulness in drug development by identifying relationships between predictors, such as tumor size (TS) dynamics, treatment related and patient characteristics, and OS.[2](#psp412489-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#psp412489-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#psp412489-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} The experience of using such extensive modeling framework in cancer immunotherapy is, however, limited[5](#psp412489-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#psp412489-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#psp412489-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} and inclusion of longitudinal biomarker data (other than TS) has not been reported.

The progress in cancer immunotherapy has expanded the therapeutic options for oncology patients and clinical benefit has been observed across a range of different tumor types.[8](#psp412489-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#psp412489-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#psp412489-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Atezolizumab is an engineered humanized immunoglobulin G1 monoclonal antibody, currently approved in over 50 countries (including the United States and the European Union) for treatment in patients with advanced urothelial carcinoma and metastatic non‐small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), and recently approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in patients with triple‐negative breast cancer and extensive‐stage small‐cell lung cancer. Atezolizumab targets the programmed death‐ligand 1 (PD‐L1), which inactivates the T cell response upon binding to its receptor, programmed death‐1, expressed on activated T cells. Tumor cells may express PD‐L1 as a mechanism of evading immune destruction,[11](#psp412489-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#psp412489-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} and blocking the interaction between PD‐L1 and programmed death‐1 may sustain the T cell response and increase the antitumor effect. However, the antitumor response is highly heterogenic among patients with cancer treated with checkpoint inhibitors.[13](#psp412489-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} It is, therefore, desirable to evaluate biomarkers that can be related to clinical benefit. PD‐L1 expression is an extensively studied biomarker for treatment with atezolizumab.[14](#psp412489-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} However, PD‐L1 alone does not explain all observed variability in the response.[15](#psp412489-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#psp412489-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#psp412489-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

IL‐18, a proinflammatory cytokine that stimulates release of interferon‐γ from activated T cells,[18](#psp412489-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} was recently related to TS changes in a pharmacokinetic (PK)/pharmacodynamic modeling framework (PK‐IL18‐TS model) using a population‐based approach.[19](#psp412489-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} In this analysis, the model‐predicted relative change in IL‐18 from baseline at day 21 (RCFB~IL‐18,d21~) together with the cycle‐specific atezolizumab concentration area under the curve (AUC), were identified as predictors of tumor shrinkage in 88 patients with NSCLC treated with atezolizumab every 3 weeks. Tumor shrinkage may serve as a marker of clinical benefit in oncology. For example, atezolizumab was first granted accelerated approval in urothelial carcinoma in May 2016 by the FDA based on improved objective response rate.[20](#psp412489-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} However, demonstration of beneficial OS is still needed. Patients are studied either until death or until the study ends, which may include multiple cutoff dates, when OS is the end point. A patient who is still alive at any of the cutoff dates will be right censored (i.e., the time of death is unknown and will occur after the cutoff date). If patients progress before the end of the study, they may discontinue the study treatment and receive another therapy but remain in the study for OS follow‐up without further TS evaluation. The results of an OS analysis may consequently be confounded by the cutoff date (censoring time) as well as deaths from other reasons than cancer. It is, therefore, of interest to explore the impact of censoring to handle potential confounding factors.

The previously developed PK‐IL18‐TS model predicted sustained tumor suppression for high values of RCFB~IL‐18,d21~.[19](#psp412489-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} This relationship can be associated with a slower on‐treatment apparent tumor growth rate, which has been related to longer survival in patients with NSCLC treated with atezolizumab or docetaxel in phase II and III studies.[5](#psp412489-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The aim of this analysis was, therefore, to evaluate if a relationship between IL‐18 (in combination with other model‐predicted variables, such as the tumor time course, as well as baseline covariates) and OS could be established in the same patient population with NSCLC, as previously studied.[19](#psp412489-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, it was investigated whether the time of censoring had an impact on the final conclusions, by performing the analysis on data using four different censoring strategies.

Methods {#psp412489-sec-0003}
=======

Data {#psp412489-sec-0004}
----

The current analysis was performed on data from 88 patients with relapsed/refractory NSCLC studied in a first‐in‐human, dose‐escalation phase I study, PCD4989g.[21](#psp412489-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} One patient received 16 doses of 1 mg/kg, whereas the starting dose was 10, 15, and 20 mg/kg in 10, 27, and 50 patients, respectively. Later on, 7 patients among the 88 patients received a total of 139 fixed doses of 1,200 mg. TS was assessed by Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) 1.1[22](#psp412489-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} and the sum of longest diameter by computed tomography, which was evaluated every 6 weeks for 24 weeks and thereafter every 12 weeks until disease progression, death, or new systemic treatment. The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and participants provided written informed consent.

Model development {#psp412489-sec-0005}
-----------------

The previously developed PK‐IL18‐TS model[19](#psp412489-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} was first re‐estimated (TS‐related parameters only) with updated covariate values (number of metastatic sites at baseline). Parametric hazard models were subsequently used to describe the time‐to‐event data in each of the four data sets described below. The exponential, Weibull, Gompertz, log‐normal, and log‐logistic distributions were explored to describe the distribution of event times, which was followed by identification of predictors in three steps. First, baseline covariates (**Table** [**S1**](#psp412489-sup-0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were evaluated in a stepwise covariate modeling procedure. Multiple parameterizations were used for covariates based on PD‐L1 expression, neutrophil, and lymphocyte count, metastatic sites, race, and smoking. If any of these were included in a forward step, the other parameterizations (**Table** [**S1**](#psp412489-sup-0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were excluded in the following steps. Second, model‐derived variables (**Table** [1](#psp412489-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}) were explored on top of the baseline covariates, using a sequential PK‐IL18‐TS‐OS model. Interferon‐inducible T‐cell alpha chemoattractant (ITAC) metrics were also explored using an available PK/pharmacodynamic model for ITAC.[19](#psp412489-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Model‐derived variables were also evaluated stepwise, where the variable that provided the best improvement of the model fit was added to the model first and if any variable improved the model fit significantly, it was added to the model until no more variables provided statistically significant improvement. Third, each included baseline covariate and model‐derived predictor was excluded from the model, one by one, until no more could be excluded without resulting in a statistically significant worse model fit. Likelihood ratio tests were used to evaluate statistical significance (*P* value \< 0.05 in both forward and backward steps, corresponding to a objective function value (ΔOFV) of 3.84 for one degree of freedom) of included predictors. Randomization tests were performed to ensure that the actual significance level corresponded to a value equal or close to a ΔOFV of 3.84.[23](#psp412489-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} The effect of each included baseline covariate and model‐derived variable was additive to each other and added exponentially to the baseline hazard (*h* ~0~(*t*)). Continuous covariates were included linearly in the exponential domain and centered around the median covariate value. Categorical covariates were added as a relative change from the mode (reference) covariate value. Missing covariate values were imputed with the median covariate value (continuous) or the mode (categorical). The hazard (*h*(*t*)), including one continuous covariate (COV~cont~ *~.~*) and one categorical (COV~cat~ *~.~*) baseline covariate and one model‐derived variable (Variable~model‐der.~), can then be summarized with the following equation;$$h(t) = h_{0}{(t)} \times e^{\beta_{\text{cont}.} \times {({\text{COV}_{\text{cont}.} - \text{COV}_{\text{cont}\text{.,median}}})} + \beta_{\text{cat}.} \times \text{COV}_{\text{cat}.} + \beta_{{\text{model}\mspace{6mu} - \mspace{6mu}\text{der}}.} \times \text{Variable}_{{\text{model}\mspace{6mu} - \mspace{6mu}\text{der}}.}}$$

###### 

Description of evaluated model‐derived variables

  Variable                        Description[a](#psp412489-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}
  ------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  RCFB~IL‐18,d21~                 IL‐18 relative change from baseline at day 21, set to 0 until day 21
  RCFB~ITAC,d21~                  ITAC relative change from baseline at day 21, set to 0 until day 21
  AUC~0‐21~‐IL‐18                 IL‐18 accumulated change from baseline area under the curve, time‐varying until day 21 and then carried forward
  AUC~0‐21~‐ITAC                  ITAC accumulated change from baseline area under the curve, time‐varying until day 21 and then carried forward
  AUC~0‐21~‐Atezolizumab          Atezolizumab accumulated area under the curve, time‐varying until day 21 and then carried forward
  R~Growth~                       Individual estimate of the individual growth rate
  Log R~Growth~                   Log of the individual estimate of the individual growth rate
  TSR6                            Tumor size ratio at week 6, time‐varying until week 6, and then carried forward
  TSR12                           Tumor size ratio at week 12, time‐varying until week 12, and then carried forward
  TTG                             Time to tumor growth, time‐varying until occurrence, and then carried forward
  RCFB‐TS(t) (extrapolated)       Time course of tumor size relative change from baseline, extrapolated based on EBEs after last observed tumor size measurement
  RCFB‐TS(t) (carried forward)    Time course of tumor size relative change from baseline, carried forward 3 weeks after last dose
  TS(t)‐slope (extrapolated)      Current rate of tumor size changes, extrapolated based on EBEs after last observed tumor size measurement
  TS(t)‐slope (carried forward)   Current rate of tumor size changes, carried forward 3 weeks after last dose

EBE, empirical Bayes estimate; ITAC, interferon‐inducible T‐cell alpha chemoattractant.

All variables were derived based on all available observed data, also for parameters that were time‐varying until a given time.
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where β~cont.~ is a parameter relating COV~cont~ *~.~* to *h*(*t*) and COV~cont.,median~ is the median value of COV~cont~ *~.~*. β~cat.~ is a parameter relating COV~cat.~ (which has a value of 0 for the reference category and 1 for the comparing category for a dichotomous covariate) to *h*(*t*). β~model‐der.~ is a parameter relating Variable~model‐der.~ to *h*(*t*).

To illustrate relationships between included baseline covariates and OS, a relative hazard (to the typical patient, i.e., assuming median values of included baseline covariates except for the studied covariate) were computed as follows:$$\text{Relative\ hazard}_{\text{cont}.} = e^{\beta_{\text{cont}.} \cdot {({\text{COV}_{\text{cont}.} - \text{COV}_{\text{cont}\text{.,median}}})}}$$ $$\text{Relative\ hazard}_{\text{categorical}} = e^{\beta_{\text{cat}.} \cdot \text{COV}_{\text{cat}.}}$$

The relative hazard is, therefore, 1 if the covariate value is equal to the median covariate value (continuous covariates) or for the reference category (categorical covariates) and values below and above 1 are related to better and worse prognosis, respectively.

Exploration of censoring time {#psp412489-sec-0006}
-----------------------------

Four different censoring strategies were investigated to explore the impact on inclusion of predictors and the size of their effects, using (i) all available data (AAD), (ii) data censored no later than at a cutoff date set 2 years earlier than in AAD (C2YE), (iii) data censored no later than 2 years after start of treatment for each individual patient (C2YASOT), and (iv) data censored a maximum of 5 months after last dose (C5MALD). The explored censoring strategies were selected arbitrarily to investigate shorter follow‐up and influence of postprogression treatment. Models developed for AAD, C2YE, C2YASOT, and C5MALD will here on be referred to as the AAD, C2YE, C2YASOT, and C5MALD models, respectively.

Software {#psp412489-sec-0007}
--------

The analysis was performed with NONMEM version 7.4[24](#psp412489-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} together with the Laplacian estimation method. Population PK‐IL18‐TS‐related parameters were fixed during estimation while the corresponding data were kept in the data set and influenced the estimation of individual PK‐IL18‐TS parameters during estimation of OS‐related parameters. This estimation method is corresponding to the population PK parameters and data method.[25](#psp412489-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#psp412489-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The individual PK‐IL18‐TS parameters could consequently be affected by the OS data. Model execution and evaluation was supported by functionalities in Perl‐speaks‐NONMEM[27](#psp412489-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} version 4.8.9 and the output was handled using R (<https://www.R-project.org>) and the R‐based packages Xpose version 4[20](#psp412489-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} and ggplot2 version 3.0.0 (<http://www.ggplot2.org>). Pirana was used for construction of run‐records.[27](#psp412489-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Model building was guided by the OFV (i.e., −2∙log likelihood), where the ΔOFVs are nominally χ^2^ distributed for nested models and the additional number of parameters is the degree of freedom, as well as reasonable relative standard errors (RSEs). RSEs were obtained using the sampling importance resampling approach implemented in Perl‐speaks‐NONMEM (re‐estimated PK‐IL18‐TS model)[28](#psp412489-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} or from the NONMEM R covariance matrix (PK‐IL18‐TS‐OS models). Model performance was evaluated with KaplanMeier visual predictive checks (KMVPCs) where the observed data were compared with the 95% confidence interval (CI) computed from 100 simulations. Patients were simulated from their actual date of inclusion until the end of follow‐up to account for censoring in the simulations. The adequacy of the included continuous predictors was assessed with KaplanMeier mean covariate visual predictive checks (KMMCVPC),[29](#psp412489-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} whereas stratified KMVPCs were used to evaluate included categorical covariates.

Prediction of the full data set (AAD) {#psp412489-sec-0008}
-------------------------------------

The value of using the whole follow‐up time on the current data set (i.e., AAD) in comparison to the applied censoring times resulting in shorter follow‐up was explored by predicting the AAD given the parameter estimates based on final C2YE, C2YASOT, and C5MALD models by setting MAXEVAL = 0 (i.e., no re‐estimation) in NONMEM and evaluating by KMVPCs and KMMCVPCs.

Results {#psp412489-sec-0009}
=======

Patients and data {#psp412489-sec-0010}
-----------------

Details of the observed PK, biomarker, and TS data have been reported elsewhere.[19](#psp412489-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} The median time to death was 1.4 years. There were 69 AAD deaths, 56 C2YE deaths, 54 C2YASOT deaths, and 28 C5MALD deaths, and the follow‐up times ranged from 16 days to 5.2 (AAD), 3.2 (C2YE), 2 (C2YASOT), and 4.7 (C5MALD) years for the four different censoring strategies. The corresponding KaplanMeier curves, together with a risk table, are available in **Figure** [**S1**](#psp412489-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The median time between last dose and end of follow‐up was 32 weeks and 32 patients were followed for \> 1 year after last dose. Twelve patients still received atezolizumab 2 years after start of treatment.

Re‐estimation of PK‐IL18‐TS model {#psp412489-sec-0011}
---------------------------------

The data set used here included updated information on number of metastatic sites (which was a covariate for baseline tumor size, sum of longest diameter, in the earlier PK‐IL18‐TS model) for seven patients. The earlier defined PK‐IL18‐TS model parameter‐covariate relationships remained statistically significant after the re‐estimation. A comparison of parameter estimates in the previous and re‐estimated models is presented in **Table** [**S2**](#psp412489-sup-0006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

OS models {#psp412489-sec-0012}
---------

The exponential distribution (time‐constant hazard) was used to describe the distribution of event times in the AAD, C2YE, and C2YASOT models. The Gompertz distribution provided the best model fit for the C5MALD event times. KMVPCs of the final models showed, in general, no misspecification with respect to the distribution of the event times (**Figure** [1](#psp412489-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The survival was, however, slightly overpredicted between 1 and 2 years after start of treatment in the C2YE model. The actual significance level was close to the nominal ΔOFV of 3.84, with a minimum ΔOFV = 3.62 and a maximum ΔOFV = 4.79 for the explored baseline covariates. Baseline lymphocyte count (LYM; AAD) and neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio (NLR; C2YE, C2YASOT and C5MALD) were included after the first forward step. NLR provided the next best improvement of the model fit (AAD) in the first forward step, although because NLR was computed partly from LYM, NLR was not included in the next forward steps. LYM/NLR was followed by baseline alkaline phosphatase (ALP) in the second forward step in all four models. PD‐L1 expression at baseline (parameterized as PD‐L1 + immune cells/tumor mass \< 5% or PD‐L1 + tumor cells/tumor mass \< 50% vs. PD‐L1 + immune cells/tumor mass ≥ 5% or PD‐L1 + tumor cells/tumor mass ≥ 50%, here on referred to as low and high PD‐L1 expression) was included in three models (AAD, C2YE, and C2YASOT) and smoking (parametrized as former/never vs. current) was included in two models (C2YASOT and C5MALD). Two additional baseline covariates (i.e., race (parameterized as white vs. other)) and aspartate aminotransferase were included in the C5MALD model. A summary of all covariates providing a *P* value \< 0.05 at each forward step is given in **Table** [**S3**](#psp412489-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. No covariate was excluded after the backward elimination steps. Lactate dehydrogenase was explored both on normal and log‐scale, but did not improve the model fit significantly in any of the four models.

![Kaplan--Meier visual predictive checks of the final models for all available data (AAD; first panel), data censored no later than at a cutoff date set 2 years earlier than in AAD (C2YE; second panel), data censored no later than 2 years after start of treatment for each individual patient (C2YASOT, third panel), and data censored a maximum of 5 months after last dose (C5MALD, fourth panel). The plots illustrate the observed Kaplan--Meier curve (blue line) in comparison to the 95% confidence interval, generated from 100 simulations (green shaded area). Black vertical lines indicate censored events.](PSP4-9-115-g001){#psp412489-fig-0001}

Despite the significance of IL‐18 and ITAC as predictors of TS changes, none of the evaluated IL‐18 or ITAC variables, or atezolizumab AUC, added predictive value on top of the baseline covariates, whereas all TS‐related variables (**Table** [1](#psp412489-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}) resulted in *P* values \< 0.05 when tested one at a time. The time course of TS relative change from baseline, carried forward 3 weeks after last dose, RCFB‐TS(t) (carried forward), provided the best model fit in one model (AAD), whereas the RCFB‐TS(t), extrapolated based on Empirical Bayes estimates after last observed TS measurement provided the best model fit for the other models (i.e., C2YE, C2YASOT, and C5MALD). Introduction of a second model‐derived variable resulted in model instability and large RSEs. Therefore, only one model‐derived variable was allowed in the final models.

Each included baseline covariate and model‐derived predictor were subsequently omitted, one at a time, from the models in a last backward deletion step. PD‐L1 expression (AAD) and smoking (C2YASOT and C5MALD) were removed in this step. Aspartate aminotransferase and race were further omitted from the C5MALD model to improve model stability because inclusion of these covariates was related to numerical difficulties in the estimation. No predictors were removed from the C2YE model. Included baseline covariates and model‐derived predictors after each of the three different steps are summarized **Table** [2](#psp412489-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. The NONMEM code together with a dummy data set for the final AAD model is provided in **Supplementary Information**. Parameter estimates and corresponding RSEs are presented in **Table** [3](#psp412489-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}. RSEs were in the range of 10--40% for half of all estimated parameters and above 50% for 7 parameters, with the largest RSEs observed in the C5MALD model. The RSEs increased in general the more predictors that were included in the models.

###### 

Summary of included baseline covariates and model‐derived predictors

+----------+----------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| Data set | Included baseline covariates (first SCM)                 | Included model‐derived predictors | Included in the final model                              |
+==========+==========================================================+===================================+==========================================================+
| AAD      | LYM                                                      | RCFB‐TS(t) (c‐f.)                 | LYM                                                      |
|          |                                                          |                                   |                                                          |
|          | ALP                                                      |                                   | ALP                                                      |
|          |                                                          |                                   |                                                          |
|          | PD‐L1 expression[a](#psp412489-note-0004){ref-type="fn"} |                                   | RCFB‐TS(t) (c‐f.)                                        |
+----------+----------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| C2YE     | NLR                                                      | RCFB‐TS(t) (ext.)                 | NLR                                                      |
|          |                                                          |                                   |                                                          |
|          | ALP                                                      |                                   | ALP                                                      |
|          |                                                          |                                   |                                                          |
|          | PD‐L1 expression[a](#psp412489-note-0004){ref-type="fn"} |                                   | PD‐L1 expression[a](#psp412489-note-0004){ref-type="fn"} |
|          |                                                          |                                   |                                                          |
|          |                                                          |                                   | RCFB‐TS(t) (ext.)                                        |
+----------+----------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| C2YASOT  | NLR                                                      | RCFB‐TS(t) (ext.)                 | NLR                                                      |
|          |                                                          |                                   |                                                          |
|          | ALP                                                      |                                   | ALP                                                      |
|          |                                                          |                                   |                                                          |
|          | Smoking[b](#psp412489-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}          |                                   | PD‐L1 expression[a](#psp412489-note-0004){ref-type="fn"} |
|          |                                                          |                                   |                                                          |
|          | PD‐L1 expression[a](#psp412489-note-0004){ref-type="fn"} |                                   | RCFB‐TS(t) (ext.)                                        |
+----------+----------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| C5MALD   | NLR                                                      | RCFB‐TS(t) (ext.)                 | NLR                                                      |
|          |                                                          |                                   |                                                          |
|          | ALP                                                      |                                   | ALP                                                      |
|          |                                                          |                                   |                                                          |
|          | Race[c](#psp412489-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}             |                                   | RCFB‐TS(t) (ext.)                                        |
|          |                                                          |                                   |                                                          |
|          | Smoking[b](#psp412489-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}          |                                   |                                                          |
|          |                                                          |                                   |                                                          |
|          | AST                                                      |                                   |                                                          |
+----------+----------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

AAD, all available data; ALP, alkaline phosphatase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; C2YE, data censored no later than at a cutoff date set 2 years earlier than in AAD; C2YASOT, data censored no later than 2 years after start of treatment for each individual patient; C5MALD, data censored a maximum of 5 months after last dose; c‐f., carried forward 3 weeks after last dose; ext., extrapolated based on empirical Bayes estimates after last observed tumor size measurement; LYM, lymphocyte count; NLR, neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio; PD‐L1, programmed death‐ligand 1; RCFB‐TS(t), time course of tumor size relative change from baseline; SCM, stepwise covariate modeling.

PD‐L1^+^ immune cells/tumor mass \< 5% or PD‐L1^+^ tumor cells/tumor mass \< 50% vs. PD‐L1^+^ immune cells/tumor mass ≥ 5% or PD‐L1^+^ tumor cells/tumor mass ≥ 50%.

Former/never vs. current.

White vs. not white.
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###### 

Final parameter estimates and corresponding RSEs in the final models

                            Value (RSE, %)                                                 
  ------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ---------------------
  Scale~exp.~(week^‐1^)     9.69 × 10^‐3^ (12)   8.12 × 10^‐3^ (15)   7.95 × 10^‐3^ (48)   --
  Scale~Gomp.~ (week^‐1^)   --                   --                   --                   6.39 × 10^‐3^ (56)
  Shape~Gomp.~ (week^‐1^)   --                   --                   --                   −17.8 × 10^‐3^ (62)
  β~ALP~ (L/U)              5.90 × 10^‐3^ (22)   4.84 × 10^‐3^ (44)   4.67 × 10^‐3^ (87)   5.12 × 10^‐3^ (8.4)
  β~LYM~ (L/10^9^ cells)    ‐0.780 (37)          --                   --                   --
  β~NLR~                    --                   0.154 (31)           0.159 (29)           0.175 (83)
  β~PD‐L1~                  --                   −0.505 (63)          −0.486 (67)          --
  β~RCFB‐TS(t)\ (c‐f.)~     1.44 (18)            --                   --                   --
  β~RCFB‐TS(t)\ (ext.)~     --                   1.26 (55)            1.32 (17)            1.63 (39)

AAD, all available data; C2YE, data censored no later than at a cutoff date set 2 years earlier than in AAD; C2YASOT, data censored no later than 2 years after start of treatment for each individual patient; C5MALD, data censored a maximum of 5 months after last dose; β~ALP~, parameter relating alkaline phosphatase to the hazard; β~LYM~, parameter relating lymphocyte count to the hazard; β~NLR~, parameter relating the neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio to the hazard; β~PD‐L1~, parameter relating high expression of programmed death ligand‐1 (parameterized as PD‐L1^+^ immune cells/tumor mass ≥ 5% or PD‐L1^+^ tumor cells/tumor mass ≥ 50%) to the hazard; β~RCFB‐TS(t)\ (c‐f.)~, parameter relating the time course of tumor size relative change from baseline, carried forward 3 weeks after last dose to the hazard; β~RCFB‐TS(t)\ (ext.)~, parameter relating the time course of tumor size relative change from baseline, extrapolated based on empirical Bayes estimates after last observed tumor size measurement to the hazard.

RSEs were computed based on the R covariance matrix in NONMEM.
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The KMMCVPCs of the base and final AAD models revealed a clear improvement in the final model by capturing the trends (i.e., observed means within the CIs in the final model, as well as providing tighter CIs; **Figure** [2](#psp412489-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). KMMCVPCs and stratified KMVPCs of the base and final C2YE, C2YASOT, and C5MALD models also illustrated good performance (**Figures** [**S2**](#psp412489-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [**S3**](#psp412489-sup-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, respectively) with a tendency of overprediction of the effect of RCFB‐TS(t) (extrapolated).

![Kaplan--Meier mean covariate visual predictive checks of the base and final models for all available data (AAD). The plots illustrate the observed mean of baseline lymphocyte count (left panel), baseline alkaline phosphatase (middle panel) and time course of tumor size relative change from baseline, carried forward 3 weeks after last dose (RCFB‐TS(t) (c‐f.); right panel) of patients remaining in the study (blue line) in comparison to the 95% confidence interval, generated from 100 simulations (green shaded area). Black vertical lines indicate censored events.](PSP4-9-115-g002){#psp412489-fig-0002}

Relationships between included continuous baseline covariates and the relative hazard are illustrated in **Figure** [3](#psp412489-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. The hazard was lower for lower values of NLR and ALP, where the relative hazard related to the 2.5th percentile of the observed covariate data (i.e., 1.6 and 45 U/L, respectively) ranged between 0.69--0.72 and 0.80--0.84, respectively. The opposite relationship was predicted for LYM and the relative hazard was 1.73 for the 2.5th percentile (i.e., 0.5 10^9^/L) of the observed LYM. The median relationships tended to be rather steep at predictions beyond the covariate value corresponding to the 97.5th value (except for LYM), although these predictions were related to wide CIs. Extrapolations of the relative hazard should, therefore, be done cautiously for covariate values larger than the 97.5th percentile. The relative hazard for patients with high PD‐L1 expression in comparison to patients with low PD‐L1 expression was similar in the C2YE (0.604) and C2YASOT (0.615).

![Relative (to the median patient) hazard (logarithmic *y*‐axis) illustrated for a change in the continuous baseline covariate value given parameter estimates (solid black lines) in the final model based on all available data (AAD; first panel), data censored no later than at a cutoff date set 2 years earlier than in all available data (C2YE; second panel), data censored no later than 2 years after start of treatment for each individual patient (C2YASOT; third panel), and data censored a maximum of 5 months after last dose (C5MALD; fourth panel). Shaded areas represent the 95% confidence interval, given the corresponding standard error, and are colored by covariate (i.e., pink; lymphocyte count (LYM, 10^9^ cells/L), green; neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio (NLR), and blue; alkaline phosphatase (ALP, U/L). The relationships are illustrated for the observed range of the covariate value and dashed vertical lines represent the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the observed covariate value. The horizontal grey line indicates no change in relative hazard (i.e., a patient with median values of all covariates and no change from tumor size baseline).](PSP4-9-115-g003){#psp412489-fig-0003}

Prediction of AAD {#psp412489-sec-0013}
-----------------

The KMVPCs illustrated good predictions of the AAD scenario given the final C2YE and C2YASOT models, whereas the final C5MALD model resulted in misspecified predictions (**Figure** [4](#psp412489-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). However, the misspecification based on the C5MALD model was expected due to the difference in distribution of event times (exponential for AAD and Gompertz for C5MALD) and its lack of long‐term survivors after end of treatment. The KMMCVPCs showed in general no apparent misspecification, although the effect of RCFB‐TS(t) (extrapolated) was slightly overpredicted when AAD was predicted based on the final C2YE and C2YASOT models (**Figure** [**S4**](#psp412489-sup-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Kaplan--Meier visual predictive checks of all available data (AAD) predicted with data censored no later than at a cutoff date set 2 years earlier than in AAD (C2YE; left panel), data censored no later than 2 years after start of treatment for each individual patient (C2YASOT; middle panel), and data censored a maximum of 5 months after last dose (C5MALD; right panel). The plots illustrate the observed Kaplan--Meier curve (blue line) in comparison to the 95% confidence interval, generated from 100 simulations (green shaded area). Black vertical lines indicate censored events.](PSP4-9-115-g004){#psp412489-fig-0004}

Discussion {#psp412489-sec-0014}
==========

The current analysis was performed on data from a phase I study, which contained unusually rich information (e.g., PK, tumor size, biomarker, and OS). In addition, the data provided longer and more matured follow‐up information compared with if the analysis had been performed on data from a phase III study at the same time this analysis was performed. Although the number of included patients was limited, we show the potential to use such early data to quantify important relationships between these variables.

In our analysis, the previously suggested PK‐IL18‐TS framework for atezolizumab[19](#psp412489-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} was extended to include a relationship with OS. Even though the tumor growth rate, both on normal and log scales (as reported by Claret *et al.* for patients with NSCLC treated with atezolizumab),[5](#psp412489-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} resulted in model improvement in the current analysis, the RCFB‐TS(t) course provided an even better fit for all four models. The RCFB‐TS(t) variable carried‐forward 3 weeks after last dose performed best in the AAD model, whereas extrapolating the variable based on the empirical Bayes estimates provided the best fit in the C2YE, C2YASOT, and C5MALD models. Our results are comparable to those previously reported in patients treated with checkpoint inhibitors, with respect to relationships between OS and TS‐related metrics, where time to tumor growth and current rate of tumor size changes (Tardivon *et al*.), tumor growth rate (Claret *et al*.) and absolute TS time‐course and percent change in TS over time (Zheng *et al*.) predicted OS in patients treated with checkpoint inhibitors.[5](#psp412489-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#psp412489-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#psp412489-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} It is also reasonable to expect that these types of analyses will gain further interest and impact in the future.[30](#psp412489-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}

IL‐18 and AUC were identified as predictors of TS in the earlier PK‐IL18‐TS analysis, where a high IL‐18 response on day 21 after start of atezolizumab treatment was related to a sustained tumor growth inhibition. As mentioned above, the tumor growth rate has been identified as a predictor for OS in a similar group of patients,[5](#psp412489-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} and the biomarker response may have potential to early assess the benefit of the treatment. In contrast to our hypothesis, none of the IL‐18 or ITAC (or atezolizumab AUC) model‐derived variables were predictors of OS on top of being a predictor of TS changes.

Our analysis also addressed the value of long‐term follow‐up data in phase I (i.e., would conclusions regarding predictors of OS be similar if patients were followed for a shorter time (C2YE and C2YASOT) or if data collected on OS 5 months after they stop taking the study treatment were ignored (C5MALD)). Patients followed for OS are allowed to receive a different treatment, which may confound the results, for example, the median time between last dose and follow‐up was 32 weeks in the current study. Included predictors were overall similar, as well as their corresponding parameter estimates (**Table** [3](#psp412489-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}), among the four different censoring strategies with C5MALD deviating the most.

The current analysis included relatively few patients (*n* = 88), although it was larger than traditional phase I studies. In addition to that biomarkers were collected, an advantage of the analysis is that the study included more than a single dose level, in contrast to later clinical studies where dose‐ranging is less common in oncology. The inclusion of multiple doses reduces the potential correlation between drug exposure and disease status and consequently the selection bias. By allowing the survival data to influence the prediction of the individual TS time course, the impact of immortal time bias is minimized. In addition, similar to other model‐based analyses with missing data,[31](#psp412489-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} it is reasonable to expect that immortal time bias is limited because TS can be predicted at any time point, also after progression.

Inclusion of baseline covariates provided predictive value, where ALP was the only of all explored baseline covariates that was included in all final models. The magnitude of the effect of ALP was similar across all models (4.67 × 10^−3^--5.90 × 10^−3^ L/U). ALP may be elevated in patients with liver disease and may, therefore, reflect patient status.[32](#psp412489-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} ALP was also a significant predictor of OS in the univariate step in the analysis of phase II and III atezolizumab data in patients with NSCLC.[5](#psp412489-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

NLR was included in three final models (C2YE, C2YASOT, and C5MALD) and LYM in the fourth (AAD). Neutrophils promote tumor activity by triggering inflammation in the microenvironment, whereas LYMs are cancer suppressors related to host immunity to cancer.[33](#psp412489-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#psp412489-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} It is consequently favorable to have more LYMs relative to neutrophils (i.e., a low NLR). Relationships between NLR and OS have been reported previously across both tumor‐types and checkpoint inhibitors.[6](#psp412489-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#psp412489-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#psp412489-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#psp412489-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} NLR provided nearly as good improvement as LYM in the AAD model (1.7 × 10^−4^ vs. 1.0 × 10^−4^; **Table** [**S3**](#psp412489-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and could consequently have been exchanged to NLR with only minor worsening of the model fit. This was also confirmed in the KMMCVPC for NLR where AAD were well predicted by the models based on C2YE and C2YASOT data (**Figure** [**S4**](#psp412489-sup-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

PD‐L1 expression was a predictor of OS in the current analysis in the final C2YE and C2YASOT models, where patients with high PD‐L1 expression had longer OS in comparison to patients with low PD‐L1 expression. PD‐L1 expression was explored as a continuous variable and as a categorical variable in various ways but the parameterization as described above consistently provided the best improvement of the model fit in the stepwise covariate modeling (**Table** [**S3**](#psp412489-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

By comparing the included predictors in the final models (**Table** [2](#psp412489-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}) it is clear that there were no major differences with respect to censoring strategy. The most significant difference was instead related to the distribution of the event times where the hazard decreased monotonically (Gompertz distribution with a negative shape parameter) in the C5MALD model, whereas it was time‐constant in the other three models (exponential distribution). This difference was also obvious when comparing Kaplan--Meier curves (**Figure** [1](#psp412489-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The C5MALD Kaplan--Meier curve illustrated a high probability to survive 5 months after last dose, whereas lower survival was reached at the time of censoring in the other three data sets. Regardless of similarities and differences among these four censoring strategies, the current analysis does not address which strategy provides the better option in order to handle potential confounding factors after treatment discontinuation. However, it can be assumed that the C5MALD strategy is the least influenced by other treatments, but survival was overpredicted as discussed above. In addition, a 2‐year shorter follow‐up, in comparison to using AAD, had only minor impact on the final model with PD‐L1 expression included or not, respectively. This was confirmed by predicting the AAD with the C2YE model without major model misspecification (**Figure** [4](#psp412489-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and **Figure** [**S4**](#psp412489-sup-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Given these results, it would have been sufficient to analyze the data earlier and extrapolate to later time points.

An extension to the modeling framework, including atezolizumab PK, IL‐18, and TS dynamics, by also including OS was successfully performed using data from the phase I study PCD4989g. The current analysis demonstrated that all explored TS‐related model‐derived variables improved the model fit, including tumor growth rate, but with RCFB‐TS(t) as the best predictor of OS, a finding independent of how the data were censored. Identification of baseline covariates, including LYM/NLR, ALP, and PD‐L1 expression, were also independent of censoring time and their estimated effects on OS were similar in all models. It was also shown that the C2YE and C2YASOT models, but not C5MALD, successfully predicted AAD, suggesting that patients could have been followed for a shorter time without loss of important information related to OS. The proposed framework could be used to evaluate similar studies applied in different settings (e.g., other checkpoint inhibitors and tumor types).
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**Figure S2** **.** Kaplan--Meier mean covariate visual predictive checks of the base and final models.
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**Figure S3** **.** Kaplan--Meier visual predictive checks stratified by PD‐L1 expression in the base and final models.
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**Figure S4** **.** Kaplan--Meier mean covariate visual predictive checks and Kaplan--Meier visual predictive checks stratified by PD‐L1 expression of all available data predicted with the final censored 2 years earlier, censored 2 years after start of treatment and censored 5 months after last dose models.
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**Table S2** **.** Comparison of parameter estimates in the previous and re‐estimated PK‐IL18‐TS models.
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**Table S3** **.** Summary of all covariates providing a *P* value \< 0.05 in the baseline covariate stepwise covariate modeling.
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